ABSTRACT Type-I collagen assembles in a stepwise, hierarchic fashion from the folding of the triple helix to the assembly of fibrils into fibers. The mature assembled fibers are crucial for tissue structure and mechanics, cell interactions, and other functions in vivo. Although triple helix folding can be followed with the use of optical methods such as circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, fibrillogenesis is typically measured by alternative methods such as turbidity, rheology, and microscopy. Together, these approaches allow for investigation of the mechanical properties and architectures of collagen-based scaffolds and excised tissues. Herein, we demonstrate that CD spectroscopy, a technique that is used primarily to evaluate the secondary structure of proteins, can also be employed to monitor collagen fibrillogenesis. Type-I collagen suspensions demonstrated a strong, negative ellipticity band between 204 and 210 nm under conditions consistent with fibrillogenesis. Deconvolution of CD spectra before, during, and after fibrillogenesis identified a unique fibril spectrum distinct from triple helix and random coil conformations. The ability to monitor multiple states of collagen simultaneously in one experiment using one modality provides a powerful platform for studying this complex assembly process and the effects of other factors, such as collagenases, on fibrillogenesis and degradation.
INTRODUCTION
Type-I collagen is widely studied for many biomedical applications. It is a major component of scaffolds for tissue engineering (1, 2) and in vitro cell substrates for studying cell adhesion (3), migration (4) , and differentiation (5) . Many implantable materials that are commonly used for the treatment of burns (6) and scars (7) are collagen based. Cosmetic companies produce a variety of collagen creams and injections as anti-aging treatments (8) . In addition to its widespread use and continued development as a biomaterial throughout the biotechnology and cosmetics sectors, collagen is also studied to better understand how mutations in structure or synthesis lead to diseases such as Ehlers-Danlos syndrome and osteogenesis imperfecta (9, 10) . Given its extensive presence throughout the body, roles in various pathologies, and potential therapeutic uses, it is necessary to study the structure, functions, and interactions of collagen.
The 29 members of the collagen family in animals account for~30% of the total body protein content (11) . Type-I collagen (herein referred to as collagen unless otherwise stated) is composed of two a1 chains and one a2 chain, which associate into a right-handed triple helix (11) . These helices further assemble through fibrillogenesis into highly organized fibrils with an evident D-periodic banding every 67 nm along the axis (Fig. S1 A in the Supporting Material). This higher-order structure produces fibers much longer than a single monomer (12) , supporting tissues with various mechanical properties throughout the body (13) .
Collagen assembly in vivo is tightly regulated by the cell (14) (15) (16) . However, many of the structural and functional features of assembled fibrils can be recreated in vitro under appropriate conditions using collagen extracted from a variety of source animal tissues into neutral salt or buffers, or, more frequently, into dilute acidic solutions (1) . Fibrillogenesis can be controlled by varying the pH (17) (18) (19) (20) , temperature (18, 19, 21, 22) , and buffer conditions (17, 18, 23, 24) . Under acidic conditions, collagen exists primarily as a soluble triple helix (17) below its melting transition around 42 C (24) . At neutral pH, collagen readily forms fibrils above 20 C (17) . The various stages of collagen assembly can be isolated and studied independently by manipulating the solution conditions.
Investigators have studied the soluble triple helix and fibril stages of collagen self-assembly using a variety of experimental methods. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a powerful tool for studying the folding of collagen and other model triple-helical peptide systems (25) . CD spectroscopy measures the difference in the absorption of left-handed and right-handed circularly polarized light by the ensemble of peptide bond chromophores in a protein (26) . In the case of the triple helix, the unique supercoiled polyproline type II secondary structure of the protein backbone exhibits distinct CD transitions, including a positive band at 222 nm and a negative band at 195 nm (26) .
A number of scattering and mechanical methods have been used to investigate fibril formation during self-assembly. When fibrils are incubated at physiological pH and temperature, typical fibrillogenesis proceeds through an initial lag phase, rapid growth of collagen fibrils, and a plateau phase during which the collagen fibrils mature and stabilize (27, 28) . Depending on the technique utilized, some or all of these phases may be captured. After the growth phase, transmission electron microscopy or atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be used to image the collagen fibril structure, notably the characteristic D-banding of fibrils based on the stagger between collagen segments (Fig. S1 A) (12) . At higher collagen concentrations, as the collagen selfassembles into a fibrillar hydrogel, rheological properties can be monitored to capture changes in the storage modulus that coincide with the transition from a liquid suspension to a semisolid hydrogel (Fig. S1 B) . Optical measurements can also be used to study fibrillogenesis and structure. By assessing light scattering or turbidity, one can follow self-assembly via changes in the optical density of a low-concentration collagen solution during the lag, growth, and plateau phases (29) . The structure of fibrils can also be observed by second-harmonic-generation light microscopy (30-32).
Although these powerful methods can be used to study either the triple helix or fibril state of collagen, few approaches allow concurrent observation of folding and higher-order assembly. Such studies generally rely on scattering approaches (33) to observe species over a wide range of size scales. Herein, we describe the observation of fibrillogenesis using CD spectroscopy under conditions in which both triple helix and fibril states can be observed simultaneously. Previously, a unique CD spectrum was observed during temperature-induced self-assembly of a chemically modified collagen derivative that was coincident with fibrillogenesis and distinct from that of a triple helix (24) . Here, we establish the spectral shape of this component and demonstrate its utility for studying hierarchic assembly. As collagen solutions are most often analyzed under conditions in which fibrillogenesis is inhibited (19, (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) , this signal has not previously been extensively described or studied. However, given the wide accessibility of CD spectroscopy, the identification of a collagen-fibril-associated spectrum presents opportunities to study collagen fibrillogenesis and associated structural transitions in solution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Experiments were performed with collagen from multiple sources and vendors. Type-I collagen extracted from bovine skin (C857, Telo-EPC) was obtained from Elastin Products (Owensville, MO). Separate solutions of bovine skin-derived type-I collagen with and without telopeptides (TeloCol #5026-D (Telo-ABM) and PureCol #5005-B (Atelo-ABM)) were obtained from Advanced BioMatrix (Carlsbad, CA). Rat-tail type-I collagen (CB354249, RT) was obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). Human type-III collagen (#5021, type-III) was purchased from Advanced BioMatrix. Gelatin (G-9391) was purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO). All other materials were purchased from SigmaAldrich unless otherwise stated.
CD
CD spectra were obtained using an Aviv model 400 spectrometer (Aviv Biomedical, Lakewood, NJ). All samples were prepared to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL unless otherwise stated. Table 1 provides details regarding sample preparation and nomenclature. Samples (300 mL) were loaded into optically matched quartz cuvettes (0.1 cm path length; model 110-OS, Hellma USA, Plainview, NY). All ellipticity measurements were performed using the same cuvette for baselines and samples. Ellipticity measurements were corrected for buffer baseline, and when possible, ellipticity was converted to mean residue ellipticity (MRE) using sequence lengths for type-I and type-III collagen as identified in UniProtKB (Table 1 ) and molecular weights provided by the manufacturers. Data were excluded from analysis if the dynode voltage exceeded 600 V, which is an issue primarily for ellipticities recorded at shorter wavelengths. For clarity, error bars are not shown for CD measurements; however, the maximum machine percent error obtained was an error of 8%, and the average instrument percent error was~2.5% in the peak wavelength regions (220-225 nm or 198-210 nm). The experiments are described in brief, and additional experimental parameters for CD are outlined in Table S1 . The triple-helical content of all samples was confirmed via wavelength scans at 4 C (Table S1 , experiment 1; Fig. S2 ). Folding and assembly of samples were monitored via the ellipticity at 222 nm, where a positive band coincides with triple helix structure. Structural changes at 222 nm were measured as the temperature was raised from 4 C to 60 C at a slow rate of 0.1 C/min to minimize kinetic effects, as described in Persikov et al. (43) .
Separately, the total secondary structure change in response to increasing temperature was captured by collecting wavelength spectra from 4 C to 60 C (Table S1 , experiment 2). The digestion kinetics was observed by following changes in the CD spectrum of collagen upon addition of type-I collagenase (Table S1 , experiment 3). Before digestion, ellipticity was monitored at 4 C and 37 C to confirm triple-helical and fibril content, respectively. Then, type-I collagenase or buffer was added to each cuvette and wavelength scans were performed over the course of the digest.
Rheology
The mechanical properties of collagen hydrogels were characterized for the above-described samples. Telo-EPC was mixed in 500 mL batches containing 10 mL 1 M HEPES, 65 mL 0.15 M NaOH, 50 mL 10Â phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 36.5 mL 1Â PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 338.5 mL Telo-EPC (3.75 mg/mL, solubilized in 0.02 N acetic acid (AcA)) to create a 2.5 mg/mL collagen suspension. In separate samples of Telo-EPC, the 1Â PBS was replaced with 36.5 mL of 13.7 M glycerol to prevent self-assembly (37), for a final concentration of 1 M glycerol in the buffered collagen sample. Telo-ABM and Atelo-ABM (Advanced BioMatrix) batches were prepared according to the manufacturer's protocols. Briefly, 400 mL of Telo-ABM (3.1 mg/mL) were mixed with 50 mL of 10Â PBS and 61 mL of 0.1 M NaOH, and 400 mL of Atelo-ABM (3.1 mg/mL) was mixed with 50 mL of 10Â PBS and 62 mL of 0.1 M NaOH to create 2.4 mg/mL suspensions. RT samples were diluted from 10 mg/mL to 3.75 mg/mL in 0.02 N AcA and were buffered according to the formula for Telo-EPC to prepare a collagen suspension at a final concentration of 2.5 mg/mL. Acid-buffered samples were also tested to confirm their inability to self-assemble by diluting the samples in acid (AcA or hydrochloric acid (HCl); see Table 1 ) to the final concentrations as outlined above.
Temperature-dependent mechanical properties were assessed using a Kinexus Ultra rotational rheometer (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). A 200 ml sample was loaded into a 600 mm gap between 20 mm-diameter parallel plates. The bottom plate was connected to a Peltier temperaturecontrolled stage. To acquire the fibrillogenesis profile, the temperature was raised from 4 C to 60 C at a rate of 1 C/min. The sample was continually oscillated to 0.5% strain at 1 rad/s while the resultant torque was measured to obtain the temperature-dependent sample storage modulus (G 0 ).
Independent component analysis
The CD spectral component associated with the collagen fibril was determined from a data set of 60 experimental CD spectra for 0.1 mg/mL Telo-EPC (Table S1 , experiment 2). Reconstruction of all 60 spectra was attempted using a mixture of constrained triple helix and random coil spectra plus a third, unconstrained component associated with the assembled fibril. The fast independent component analysis (fastICA) algorithm was used (44) (45) (46) to determine the unconstrained component and the weights of the three components as a function of temperature. A c 2 analysis indicated that three components were sufficient to determine the series of experimental spectra. Considering each CD spectrum as a linear combination of component spectra, the component spectra were fit to Eq. 1 using error-weighted multiple regression to determine the fractional population of each component with changing temperature:
( 1) where X T is the measured spectrum at temperature T, and H, F, and M correspond to the fitted component spectra corresponding to the triple helix, fibril, and random coil (heat-denatured collagen), respectively. The fractions of signal corresponding to these spectral components are f H (T), f F (T), and f M (T), respectively. To evaluate the distributions of the independent components as collagen was enzymatically degraded, the components were fit using the same approach as described above on a set of 66 experimental CD spectra taken over several hours for the same collagen sample treated with type-I collagenase at a constant temperature of 37 C (Table S1 , experiment 3). Three-variable regression with all components was applied across the entire data set. The source code, installation instructions, and sample input/output files are provided in Supporting Materials and Methods.
RESULTS
CD signal change associated with fibrillogenesis
Heating of a triple-helical solution of type-I collagen (Telo-EPC) at pH 7 resulted in two transitions in the rheological properties: an increase in the storage modulus (G 0 ) at 30 C, consistent with fibrillogenesis and formation of a hydrogel, and a return to a G 0 of~0 at 50 C, associated with collagen denaturation (Fig. 1 A) . Performing the same experiment in a CD spectrometer also showed two transitions that coincided with the shifts in G 0 upon fibrillogenesis and denaturation. A large increase in the negative amplitude of the MRE at 222 nm upon fibrillogenesis has not been described before, to our knowledge, which motivated us to further investigate this phenomenon. The dynode voltage of the CD spectrometer is an instrument parameter that increases with elevations in the optical density of a sample. The dynode voltage did not significantly change during the course of temperature profile experiments (Fig. S3 ). This indicates that the large negative MRE obtained under conditions of fibrillogenesis is likely not a trivial result of scattering blocking light to the detector.
Under acidic conditions, type-I collagen is highly soluble in a triple-helical form. In contrast to the case at pH 7, fibrillogenesis does not occur at higher temperatures in acidic conditions. Consistent with this, no change in G 0 upon heating was observed for Telo-EPC in a 0.02 M AcA (pH 4) solution (Fig. 1 A) . In CD, a single transition in MRE was observed at 42 C, associated with unfolding of soluble triple helices. The negative MRE transition only manifests under solution conditions in which collagen fibrillogenesis can occur.
Bovine type-I collagen from a different vendor (Telo-ABM, Advanced BioMatrix) and collagen from another species (rat) also showed the emergence of a large negative MRE coincident with fibrillogenesis as observed by rheology (Fig. 1 B) . This makes it highly unlikely that the negative band is due to contamination resulting from a particular extraction protocol or animal source. Pepsin digestion of collagen selectively removes portions of the C-terminal telopeptide, resulting in atelocollagen (Atelo-ABM), which alters fibrillogenesis behavior by raising the temperature at which fibrillogenesis occurs and lowering the temperature of denaturation. Despite these changes, fibrillogenesis was observed by both rheology and CD. Under acidic conditions, none of the collagen samples (Telo-ABM, Atelo-ABM, and RT) showed evidence of fibrillogenesis by either CD or rheology (Fig. 1 C) . Glycerol also inhibits type-I collagen fibrillogenesis (37). Adding glycerol to Telo-EPC at neutral pH prevented fibrillogenesis as assessed by CD and rheology. Thus, a pronounced negative MRE transition was only observed for collagen preparations and solution conditions that facilitated fibrillogenesis.
CD signal unique to type-I collagen
Like type-I, type-III collagen is part of the fibril-forming family of collagens (11) . Type-III collagen is frequently found on the periphery of type-I fibers in the skin and elsewhere (47) . To determine whether a negative MRE signal is specifically diagnostic of interactions in type-I collagen fibrils, we monitored the MRE of type-III collagen in acidic and physiological buffers upon heating from 4 C to 60 C. Type-III, like type-I, was triple-helical at 4 C (Fig. S2) . No negative MRE transition was observed when type-III collagen was heated under neutral or acidic solution conditions (Fig. 2) . The concentration of type-III collagen necessary for rheological comparison was prohibitive, so self-assembly measurements were performed via light scattering (24) . The derived count rate of FIGURE 1 (A) MRE at 222 nm (dashed lines) and the storage modulus (G 0 ) (solid lines) were measured from 4 C to 60 C for Telo-EPC in AcA versus neutral PBS buffers. Changes in MRE coincide with G 0 upon fibrillogenesis and denaturation in neutral conditions. (B) A similar coincidence of MRE and G 0 was observed for additional type-I collagen variants capable of self-assembly. (C) Telo-ABM, Atelo-ABM, and RT collagen in acidic conditions, and Telo-EPC in 1 M glycerol and PBS were incapable of self-assembly via rheology, and demonstrated only one transition from triple helix to a denatured state. To see this figure in color, go online.
FIGURE 2 MRE at 222 nm of type-I and type-III collagen was measured from 4 C to 60 C. Telo-EPC samples in physiological buffer exhibited the two ellipticity transitions described in Fig. 1 A. Type-III samples in both acidic and physiological buffers exhibited one transition during heating.
type-III samples at neutral pH was below that of type-I (Fig. S4) . Because type-III can rarely be isolated from type-I, self-assembly seen via light scattering may be the result of fibrillogenesis of either solely type-III or type-III collagen and contaminating type-I fibrils. Regardless, the emergence of the negative signal at 222 nm is not generalized to all fibril-forming members of collagen.
Gelatin does not show a characteristic CD signal
Collagen denaturation into gelatin is essentially irreversible, allowing us to determine whether the negative ellipticity is specific to the type-I collagen sequence or to specific interactions and structures as a result of ordered collagen fibrillogenesis. In contrast to the temperature-dependent behavior of type-I collagen, gelatin partially refolds into a triple helix and even forms networks at low temperatures (4 C), albeit at much higher concentrations (Fig. S5) . Therefore, forward and reverse melts were performed on type-I collagen and gelatin to allow for self-assembly under both conditions, if possible. The two MRE transitions for Telo-EPC were seen in the forward melt, but were not apparent in the reverse melt (Fig. 3) . Gelatin did not exhibit any significant negative MRE transition, indicating that the signal observed for type-I collagen may be specific to an ordered fibril composed of triple-helical units.
Monitoring fibrillogenesis at low concentrations
CD spectroscopy typically provides highly sensitive measurements, allowing the use of low sample volumes and concentrations. Telo-EPC solutions at concentrations of 0.01-0.1 mg/mL were monitored for fibrillogenesis via CD spectroscopy. At 4 C, the triple helix-positive MRE band at 222 nm was observed for collagen samples at concentrations of 0.05 mg/mL and 0.1 mg/mL (Fig. 4 A) , but was not detected at lower concentrations. At 37 C, the magnitude of the negative MRE transition was significantly larger, and was clearly observed for all but the lowest concentration (Fig. 4 B) . Upon further heating, the signal for samples above concentrations of 0.01 mg/ml returned to a level consistent with thermal denaturation. The critical temperature for fibrillogenesis increased with decreasing concentrations, consistent with previous observations (48) .
Identifying the fibril CD spectrum
Experiments primarily monitored ellipticity changes at 222 nm, as changes in the positive band at this wavelength are sensitive to triple helix structure. However, the collagen fibril potentially has a distinct spectral signature. Accordingly, a series of spectra from 200 to 260 nm were captured from 4
C to 60 C in 1 C increments. As the temperature increased, significant changes occurred in the spectral shape between the triple helix spectra at low temperatures and the random coil spectra at high temperatures (Fig. 5 A) . At fibrillogenesis temperatures, the spectra lacked the positive band at 222 nm and had a pronounced negative band around 204-210 nm. These spectra could not be reconstructed by a superposition of triple-helical and denatured spectra, indicating the presence of other species. Two major transitions were observed in the spectra as a function of temperature: one near 30 C, coinciding with fibrillogenesis, and the other around 50 C, coinciding with denaturation ( Fig. 5 B) . The CD signal at a given temperature is presumably a mixture of spectral components corresponding to triple helix, random coil, and one or several other species. The signal-processing algorithm fastICA was employed to reconstruct the observed spectra as a linear combination of such components. It was determined that three components were sufficient to reconstruct spectra from 4 C to 60 C (Fig. 6 A) . If the components determined by fastICA were unconstrained, the spectral shapes did not correspond to those of known species such as the canonical triple helix and random coil. Therefore, we chose to constrain two of the three components to obtain triple helix and random coil shapes, respectively, and solved for the third component, the expected fibril spectrum. This analysis revealed that the fibril spectrum had a strong negative band around 204-210 nm-a new, to our knowledge, shape that does not match known secondary-structure spectra (Fig. 6 B) . The emergence of this component coincident with fibrillogenesis was responsible for the observed change in ellipticity at 222 nm in the previous experiments.
It is possible to track the relative abundance of helix, fibril, and coil species with increasing temperature. The weights of the three components required to reconstruct the experimental spectra as a function of temperature were extracted from the fastICA analysis (Fig. 6 C) . Fitting fractional populations to a set of Hill-type parameters provided insight into the nature of the structural transitions from triple helix to fibril, and from fibril to denatured collagen (random coil) (Fig. S6) . The first transition was characterized by a change from triple helix to fibril components at 25 C. This transition occurred over a short temperature range, consistent with the rapid fibril assembly upon nucleation observed by other methods. The loss of the fibril component and emergence of the denatured coil component coincided at~45 C.
Monitoring collagen proteolysis in the fibril state
The ability to discriminate helix, fibril, and coil populations in a single sample can facilitate real-time observations of structural changes in collagen during biological processes. In the process of collagen degradation, bacterial collagenases cleave collagen relatively nonspecifically, whereas matrix metalloproteases often target a specific site on collagen (49) . Given the challenges associated with monitoring the multiple structural forms of collagen simultaneously, little is known about how collagenase degradation proceeds.
AFM imaging under solution conditions has provided some insight into real-time structural changes that occur during degradation (50) . The ability to monitor the fibril state of collagen by CD should provide dynamic information about this process. We monitored the enzymatic digestion of type-I collagen fibrils using the transition of the collagen fibril signal to random coil. Type-I collagenase recognizes and cleaves between the Y-Gly bonds in the .Gly-X-Y-Gly-X-Y. sequence (51) . Collagen samples were measured for triple-helical signal at 4 C and then for fibril signal after 30 min incubation at 37 C before type-I collagenase was added to one of the samples (Fig. 7 A) . Both samples were triple-helical at 4 C and formed fibrils, as assessed by CD at 37 C. When type-I collagen was treated with type-I collagenase, a lag phase of~30 min was observed in the enzymatic activity, followed by a slow increase in the negative peak at 204 nm (Fig. 7 B) . The signal transitioned to random coil quite rapidly after~3 h (Fig. 7 C) . The collagenase signal remained after digestion (Fig. S7) .
Fitting of the obtained CD spectra to helix, fibril, and coil components suggested that digestion proceeds from a helix-fibril mixture to triple helix to coil (Fig. 7 D) . The experimental and reconstructed spectra support AFM measurements that showed slow thinning of fibrils over time C to 60 C. For clarity, only spectra where changes took place are shown. The collagen triple helix signal was clearly observed at 4 C as a positive peak at 222 nm and negative peak below 200 nm. The collagen fibril signal was observed as a negative peak at 210 nm. (B) The same spectra decomposed by wavelength and plotted against temperature. To see this figure in color, go online. (50) . Combining CD with other structure-characterization methods on similarly prepared samples will provide insights into collagen remodeling processes such as this at multiple levels of structural detail.
DISCUSSION
There is strong evidence that assembled collagen fibrils contribute a unique CD spectral component. This collagen fibril spectrum is distinct from a soluble triple helix and is similar in spectral shape to the polyproline II structure but has a much larger magnitude (Fig. S8) (52, 53) . This signal is strongly correlated with other measurements of fibrillogenesis, such as rheology and light scattering, and is evident for a number of type-I collagens from diverse source tissues and species. Solution conditions that inhibit fibril formation prevent this spectral component from being observed, indicating that a contaminating signal from another protein is unlikely.
CD spectroscopy experiments were performed at much slower heating and cooling rates in comparison with rheology. In rheology, faster temperature rates were required to confidently avoid sample dehydration. Despite these differences in experimental conditions and collagen concentrations, the emergence of a negative signal occurred at approximately the same temperature as fibrillogenesis. Rheology and CD spectroscopy captured differences in the kinetics of selfassembly: when telo-and atelocollagens were compared, the presence of the telopeptides appeared to catalyze fibril formation, which is a well-characterized phenomenon in the literature (54) (55) (56) . Additionally, rheology and CD demonstrated that the transition to gelatin occurred at lower temperatures for RT collagen than for bovine skin collagen, implying a difference in fibril stability between species of type-I collagen. The unique temperature-dependent profiles of the negative MRE signal suggest that the collagen fibril spectrum provides information about the kinetics of fibrillogenesis and potentially speaks to the structural changes that occur as a result of fibril formation.
The molecular structure that causes this spectroscopic signal appears to be specific to type-I collagen fibrillogenesis. Other forms of aggregation, such as amyloid aggregation, occur after protein unfolding and result in a large increase in dynode voltage due to scattering (57), which was not observed in our measurements (Fig. S3) . When the evolution of this signal was captured as a function of temperature, it was clear that the emergence of a strong negative signal in regions between 204 and 210 nm was the dominant signal change at temperatures for self-assembly, decreasing FIGURE 6 (A) In identifying a fibril spectral component in the temperature-dependent fibrillogenesis of Telo-EPC, analysis indicated that three components were sufficient to recover experimental spectra at all temperatures (c 2 /N ¼ 2.0 for N ¼ 3). (B) In addition to constrained helix and coil components, a fibril spectral component was identified with a negative band at 210 nm for this experiment. (C) The fraction of signal of the three species as a function of temperature reveals two transitions-from helix to fibril, and from fibril to coil-as previously identified in the Telo-EPC temperature melt data (Fig. 1 A) .
the MRE at 222 nm. Given the magnitude of this effect, we are likely observing structural changes that affect a significant fraction of backbone peptide bonds, resulting in unique excitonic couplings upon fibril formation. Although the exact structural and photophysical origins of the collagen fibril spectrum remain to be determined, this signature is useful for studying collagen fibrillogenesis and measures of fibril stability. Measurements reported to date indicate that this signal appears as early as 10 min after incubation at 37 C (24) and is stable for a minimum of 12 h (Fig. S9) . This is particularly advantageous for studies of mutated collagens and/or collagen mimetic peptides, when sample availability is problematic. Together with CD spectroscopy, this unique spectroscopic signal may provide further insights into the process of collagen fibrillogenesis and/or the specific molecular interactions that promote or inhibit fibril formation.
CD spectroscopy may also be useful in materials science research to understand structural changes associated with collagen modifications through chemical or UV cross-linking or molecular coupling of chemical moieties. Herein, we have demonstrated how CD spectroscopy can be expanded to estimate the secondary structure of type-I collagen monomers and fibrils, and to follow the evolution of the collagen fibril signal, which will facilitate medical research involving collagen structure and fibrillogenesis.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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Supporting Methods
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Type-I collagen samples (Telo-EPC) were prepared and imaged as described previously (1) . In brief, collagen suspensions were prepared as described in the Rheology section of the Methods in the main text and incubated for 30 minutes at 37 °C in microfuge tubes. A 10 μL sample of the supernatant of the gel was plated on a plastic Petri dish, and an extra-thick carbon mesh copper grid was placed on the droplet for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed using filter paper, and then the grid was stained with 1% phosphotungstic acid for 5 minutes. Samples were dried overnight and imaged using a JEM-100CX TEM microscope.
Rheology
Type-I collagen samples (Telo-EPC) for rheological testing were prepared and loaded on the rheometer as described in the main text. The temperature was immediately raised to 37 °C, and the sample was continually oscillated to 0.5% strain at 1 rad/s for 10 minutes while measuring the resultant torque to obtain the temperature-dependent sample storage and loss moduli (G and G, respectively).
Gelatin samples were assayed for hydrogel formation. Samples were prepared at 25 mg/mL in PBS, and were fully solubilized by heating to 37 °C. Rheology measurements were performed differently for gelatin compared to type-I collagen, which forms a hydrogel at low temperatures (~4 °C) rather than physiological temperature (37 °C). To perform these measurements, samples were plated at 25 °C, then the temperature was increased to 37 °C to ensure the gelatin was fully fluid, decreased to 4 °C at a rate of 2 °C/minute, and held at 4 °C for 15 minutes to assay for hydrogel formation. Measurements of three separately prepared samples were taken and averaged.
Light Scattering
Light scattering measurements were performed on a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) with a 3mW He-Ne laser at λ = 633 nm, collecting backscattered light at θ = 173°. A built-in Peltier element controlled sample temperature during measurements to within ±0.1 °C. Scattering intensities and autocorrelation functions were determined from the average of either three or five correlation functions, with a typical acquisition time of 60 s per correlation function. Type-I (Telo-EPC) and type-III collagen solutions were prepared in PBS buffer (final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL). Samples were loaded into low-volume quartz batch cuvettes (ZEN2112) and equilibrated to 37 °C. Measurements of three separately prepared samples of each type were taken every minute for 30 minutes and averaged. (Fig. 1 A) with type-I collagen (Telo-EPC) in acidic (AcA) and physiological (PBS) buffers. The dynode voltage did not exceed 600 V, which indicated that the change in ellipticity was due to structural changes in the protein sample and not the result of light scattering. Figure S4 . The derived count rate of type-I (Telo-EPC) and type-III collagen samples was monitored at 37 ºC as samples formed fibrils. Error bars represent the average measurement for three samples. Telo-EPC and type-III samples were both capable of self-assembly, demonstrated as an increase in derived count rate during heating presumably due to fibril formation. Type-I and type-III collagen are very difficult to isolate from one another, therefore, it is not possible to determine if the increase in scattering as seen in these results is due to fibrillogenesis of solely type-III or type-I and type-III fibrils. . Raw wavelength spectra of buffer, type-I collagenase in buffer, and the starting and ending spectra of type-I collagen with collagenase from 200 -240 nm. There are no buffer/enzyme subtraction or MRE correction in this figure. The collagenase signal was slightly more negative in the lower wavelength regions compared to the buffer signal. When collagen and collagenase were in the cuvette at the beginning of the measurement, the measurement was primarily our fibrillar collagen with the negative peak at ~204 nm. When the collagen was digested we saw a similar spectra compared to the original collagenase signal, presumably with some fragments of type-I collagen remaining. Figure S8 . Wavelength spectra of Telo-EPC in triple-helical (4 °C) and fibril states (37 °C) (from Fig. 5 A) were compared to the poly-proline II (PP-II) signal obtained by Lopes et al (2) . To ensure the units were the same, MRE of our collagen signals was converted to Δε (3) (4) (5) . Note that the collagen signals are an order of magnitude greater than the PP-II signal. Signal information for PP-II was downloaded from the Protein Circular Dichroism Data Bank (6) . The PP-II from Lopes et al (2) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and had a molecular weight of 1,000 Da -10,000 Da in comparison to the collagen triple-helix, which is ~350,000 Da. The Telo-EPC triple-helix signal and PP-II signal are clearly distinct, particularly when comparing the positive peak at 222 nm and the lack of a negative peak at 204 nm. The CD signature of Telo-EPC fibril signal and PP-II are similar in spectral shape, but the amplitude of the peaks differ by over an order of magnitude. Figure S9 . Wavelength spectra of Telo-EPC were measured every hour for 12 hours as outlined in Table S1 , Experiment 1, but at 37 °C. The negative peak at 210 nm was stable over the course of 12 hours.
